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Make plans to participate via Zoom. 

All applicants must submit a RESUME (one page maximum) and a brief and specific statement of why they 
would like to attend this event. Feel free to elaborate on your experiences in AIAS and other leadership roles. 

NAME: ____________________________________________________DATE: ________________________________

Year in School and AIAS Position:___________________________________________________________________

Expected Date of Graduation: ___________________________

How long have you been involved in AIAS? _______________

What are your future aspirations after graduation? (brief statement)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Do you have a specific interest in participating in this leadership conference, or is there a specific area that 
you are most looking forward to attending? If so, what?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Would you be comfortable with a small in-person meet-up with fellow attendees over the summer, if one 
could safely be arranged?        Yes            No

As best as you might know it, please give an indication of what your school schedule might look like for the 
fall: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

AIA Illinois welcomes current architecture students who wish to participate in a day (9 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
filled with unique learning and networking opportunities. 

Please submit to: Mary Young at myoung@aiail.org

Program:         Undergraduate          Graduate
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